
Dearest Giulietterl!

Your news made me exceedingly happy. It reached me over a detour via Herr Baschant and I hope that this
lettter will still reach you before your departure across the big water. I have already gotten a letter from Mia
and was extremely pleased that she is fine. It is especially beautiful to again be in contact with each other,
after all these long years during which we have lived through so many hard times. You know, it really felt
funny, when this gentleman wrote to me about a Miss Koritschoner, because I still see you as an energetic
little blond girl, just as you were when you said good bye to me seven years ago at Christmas. At the time I
could not imagine that I would not see you again for such a long time. And who knows when it will really be
possible, now that you are putting Europe behind you. Europe, with all its advantages and disadvantages. I
am happy that you will be reunited with Mia soon. For her, the separation from all of us must have been a
hard burden, so alone in strange lands, without you children whom she loves so much and under the hardest
circumstances to again {for how many times?} build up a new existence. That she would succeed, I had
never doubted, but it is nevertheless magnificent, what valor and talent this woman is capable of achieving,
in order to overcome what a moody destiny is imposing on her. I am a little jealous, that you will soon be
able to talk to her. You can imagine how much she and I would have to talk about, after 6 years while we
hadn't seen each other. Now when you meet her again, I would love to be present to see her joy, which she
certainly deserved.

About (von = from) your poor grandfather, I really cannot tell you much more. I think he has corresponded
with you as much as he was able to in Vienna. I had to go back into the military December 1941, and saw
him for the last time in June 1942, when I was on leave. At that time he had lived in a tiny room. A friend of
mine and his wife still took care of him then. One day, when this lady came to bring him something (to eat),
the room was empty. Later we found out that he was in Theresienstadt. He had still worked as a doctor
there. The poor people there were not treated as badly as in other camps. The Nazis used Theresienstadt as
a pretense, and led neutral journalists through the grounds in order to deceive them. That's why there was a
coffee house and a park for the inmates. But they could not write to anybody. Ellen and I were able to send
a few packages to him through a Jewish gentleman because we were forbidden to do it. (Ellen and Boni
were not Jewish). Starting May 1944, we didn't receive a receipt signature , his only sign of life which we
had been able to get until then. All this I had only heard about at the front, through Ellen's letters. Only
once had I briefly been in Vienna, the rest of the time I was always in the Balkan countries. March 1945, I
joined Tito's army and soon after I got home.

My apartment is destroyed and I am again sitting in the Shell (Shell Oil Company) . In the middle of the war I
still got a letter from you, but was not allowed to reply. I always talked very much about you with your
grandfather. He had very high opinions of you. When I saw him for the last time, he read your letters to me
and said many loving things about you. Every one of your letters made him happier than anything else.
Especially your very long account of your sickness made a deep impression on both of us, and I regret deeply
that it got lost. I begged him to let me copy it, but unfortunately I never got to do it. I would have loved to
own this rare and extraordinary case of such an unemotional self diagnosis (observation) of a 15 year old. In
a tiny corner of my soul, I have figured, that Mia would return to Vienna and bring you with her. But it is
better for you to go to this big country with a totally different scale and standard. Nothing is tying you to
Vienna any longer and you will adapt to the New World very easily. Life here will surely be hard, and even
though some things are more beautiful here, the price would be too high. Ellen wants to emigrate to the
USA. Mia has invited her, but Ellen has also other invitations. I would love to go over there just to see you
all.

You understand, I have lived here too long to have any desire for the New World. The war has brought so
much new, and I have the feeling, that one has matured much faster here in Europe than over there. But I
do hope very much to either visit you there or to welcome you here if you even want to look at your poor old



homeland. The reunion would be just too beautiful. Until then I can only wait.

Life here is not good. One is constantly hungry and it is dreadfully cold everywhere. There will be better
days in the future. My dear Giulietterl, when you get over there then greet Mia from me and tell her that I
am sad, not to be able to be present, when you find each other again. Should you get this letter in time {I
am sending it via the gracious transmission of Mr. B. as well as directly to you} then please give me the
pleasure and write to me how you are, what you are doing, what you have experienced in those years when
I did not know anything about you. Tell me your plans. You can't imagine how eagerly I am awaiting Miss
Koritschoner's first letter while I had known the little blond Puppe so well. The longer the letter, the more
wonderful. I don't know whether you are still interested to hear about the old acquaintances in Vienna, but I
just wanted to related to you that old Gustl Gruener died in the Azores during passage to USA. Rudi
Friedman got married {not to Ellen} and now has a cute little baby of which, I think, he is very proud. Ellen
also got married, but not very happily, that's why she wants to leave Vienna. I heard from Susi and have to
congratulate you to your aunt dom, or shouldn't one do that? I still have many photos of you and your
family. This stuff was rescued out of the bombed out apartment, I also have grandfather's diary of 40 years.
I think that Mia or Gusti would love to have it to keep his memory alive.

Dearest Giulietterl, I hope to hear, rather, see something from you soon. And when you get to the USA,
don't forget me entirerly, inspite of the new impressions which the journey and the new country will make
on you. Please send a few lines, although I can't insist on very many, because you won't have as much time
as in our old Europe. Have a good trip and my best to our old Maunz. Tell her that I regret so much not to
travel with you. Please write to the address below. I embrace you with old love, my little Giulietterl and
best wishes for your trip to the new land and a new life,

Your old Baunau, Heinrich Kopetz Vienna IV Paniglgasse 22 . Vienna I Schubertring 14, Shellhaus


